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CENTURION PALACE
Venice, Italy
The discreet diva of Venetian hotels prides
itself on contemporary design and artworks,
with excellent service, but what sets it apart is
the location (as good as The Gritti Palace, which
it overlooks) – in the heart of the Dorsoduro
district, just minutes away from the Peggy
Guggenheim Collection. Book into one of the
12 supremely comfortable suites overlooking
the Grand Canal, where one can throw open the
huge windows and watch the rush hour go by
and the sun set from the balcony. Nothing is
too much trouble for the charming General
Manager Paolo Morra. He will secure a guide to
help guests find the best Murano glass, explore the
surrounding lagoon islands, and recommend
the best shopping, such as Gianni Basso for
bespoke stationery and Chiarastella Cattana for
chic glassware. Double, from £265 (sinahotels.com).

TATLER

Hôtel du Louvre

HÔTEL DU LOUVRE
Paris, France
There is nothing like waking up and drawing the curtains
at Hôtel du Louvre, with its views across the museum
square and the Comédie Française. Originally commissioned by Napoleon III in 1855, this landmark has been
revamped by the Hyatt Group. Each room oozes highoctane French glamour: from the soft lighting in the
marbled bathrooms to the laundry returned in pristine
tissue-lined boxes. Calm and cosseting after a day spent
taking in the surrounding sights, bedrooms have windows
which showcase the Opéra romantically lit at night. The
restaurant is a destination in itself, where one could happily
blow a day’s carb allocation on the Grand-Mère breakfast
waffles. Come nightfall, the Brasserie du Louvre is where
it’s at for exemplary steak frites with a chilled glass of
Ruinart, naturally. Double, from £360 (hyatt.com).

Live up to the lustre of these landmark
hotels with dreamy views, cocktails in
the salon and hedonistic gourmet feasts

HELVETIA & BRISTOL
Florence, Italy
A magnet for the cerebral set since it
first opened in 1894, this palazzo on
Via dei Pescioni has the rhythm of a
more elegant era, conjured by the
top-hatted doorman who greets guests
by name. In the old-school Winter
Garden restaurant, one of many signature
dishes to savour from chef Pasquale
D’Ambrosio is his fettuccia from
Gragnano ‘alla Nerano’ with clams and
Calvisius caviar. Suites with damaskcovered walls and gilt-framed paintings
also boast stone-balustraded balconies so
one can step out and breathe the ‘clean
night air’ – like Lucy Honeychurch in
EM Forster’s A Room with a View.
Double, from £216 (starhotelscollezione.com).
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Master room,
J.K. Place
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J.K. PLACE
Rome, Italy
This is a cocoon of a hotel to fulfil that ‘musthave-romantic-weekend-somewhere-divine’
feeling. The definition of style, service and soul,
it is chic and low-key, and just ridiculously
good-looking, thanks to the midas touch of
hotelier Ori Kafri; and the service is out-of-thisworld impeccable, in that utterly charming and
seriously smooth Italian way. Suites are a
modernistic arrangement of marble, dark wood
and leather, velvet and masculine colours lifted by
crisp white embossed sheets. Bibliophiles will
rejoice in the bar-cum-lounge-cum-library with
huge Assouline tomes and stacks of glossy art
books, alongside marble statues and wooden
artefacts. Not to be missed is the J.K. Café, a
convivial city hotspot, where a simple but well
executed menu of Roman classics such as mezze
maniche carbonara and spaghetti cacio e pepe are
whipped up by the talented Sardinian chef
Michele Ferrara, and a sensational list of local
wines awaits. Double, from £420 (jkroma.com).
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